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PDR Enters Reps Agreement with Restronics  

Shingle Springs, CA — April 2018 — PDR, an industry recognized leader in IR rework since 1986, 
is pleased to announce that it has partnered with Restronics as its manufacturers’ representative in 
the Northwest US. David Leventhal will represent the company in NY (Upstate NY, NYC and LI) and 
NJ, Hunter Adams will serve the ME, VT, NH, RI and CT territory, and Tom Glasgow will support 
PDR’s customers in TN, MS, AL and GA. 

Serving the electronics manufacturing industry for more than 35 years, the Restronics group has 
locations all over the country. Restronics is a consultative OEM sales rep organization that helps 
educate its customers to improve their processes and productivity. 

“PDR is very pleased to have the opportunity to work with the Restronics team,” said Dave White, 
CEO of White Industrial Corporation, parent company of PDR Americas. Restronics is the benchmark 
for other rep firms to emulate and has been so for a good many years. Restronics’ experience, 
professionalism and reputation for putting the interest of its customers first is the driving force behind 
their success. We are very pleased to have Restronics as a partner to promote the PDR brand and 
provide outstanding value to our customers.” 

For more information about Restronics, contact David Leventhal at (914) 329-9300 or email 
dleventhal@restronics.com; Hunter Adams at (508) 877-3016 or email hadams@restronics.com or; 
Tom Glasgow at (770) 634-4131 or email tglasgow@restronics.com, or visit www.restronics.com.  

PDR Rework Systems remains at the forefront of rework technology by providing air nozzle free 
systems with advanced in-process control features and visible light that takes the guesswork out of 
rework. For more information about PDR, visit www.pdr-rework.com, or call PDR in the U.S. at 530-
676-6262 or in the United Kingdom at +44 (0)1293 614 000. 
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About PDR  
PDR Americas is a business owned by White Industrial Corporation. PDR is a pioneer in IR rework, test and 
inspection systems, with its products specified by many of the world’s largest names in electronics 
manufacturing and repair. PDR’s patented “Focused IR and Thermal Management Technology” is fully vested 
by leading aerospace, defense, biomedical, telecom, automotive, MRO, R&D, and electronic and manufacturing 
firms for its highest quality and best performing systems. 
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